Barber Cut

Scissor Unit Update
Step 1.

Disconnect the cable from the side
of the scissor unit ( photo A )

Disconnect cable
Remove the 4 screws
Don’t let the scissor unit drop!
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Step 2.

B

Remove the scissor unit from the
X-Y unit by removing the 4 screws
on top. (photo B)

Step 3. After removing the cutting unit from
the game place it on a work bench so
that the blade holders can be changed
Step 4.

Remove the white plastic part from
the right side of the cutter. Install
the new part labeled “Blade Holder
D”. (photo C)

Step 5.

Step 6.

Remove and replace with
Blade Holder D

C

Remove the white plastic and
blade from the left side.
D
(photo D)
CAUTION: Blade is sharp!

Place blade into new “Blade
Holder C” Make sure the blade is
completely in the channel of the
blade holder.Secure the blade
with scotch tape. (photo E)

The blade should be 0.5 mm (0.19” )
past the holder.
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Step 7.

Install Bladed Holder and Blade back
onto the scissors. After Blade is installed
trim off all visible tape. (photo F)

0.5 mm
0.19”

String Deflector Plate
Mounting Bracket
Step 8.

Step 9.

Install Scissor Unit back onto the X-Y mech. The
new String Deflector Plate is on top of the
mounting bracket and the Scissor Unit is hung
from underneath the bracket. Use the screws
and washer provided with the kit. (photo G )
Using the wire ties supplied;
attached cable as shown.
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Cable ties
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Barber Cut

Bottom Pipe Update
Step 1.

Remove strings from Upper Pipes
and from clips of lower pipes
From Left Side of Cabinet

Step 2.

Remove Screw

Step 3.

Remove 3 screws holding the
“Donut”

Step 4.

Wiggle the Pipe out of the right “Donut”

Step 5.

Repeat the process and remove the
back Pipe

Step 6.

Install the new Back Pipe

Front Pipe

Back Pipe
If the Pipe doesn’t wiggle out of the right Donut the 3 screws
holding the right side Donut will need to be removed

Back Pipe

Front Pipe
Step 7.

Push left Donut over Pipe

Step 8.
Step 9.

Wiggle the right end of the Pipe into the right Donut
Mount the left Donut to the bracket with the 3 screws

Step 10. Install the screw holding the Pipe making sure the clamps are towards the front
Step 11. Repeat the process for the front Pipe
Step 12. Run the strings with the prizes up through the clamps
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